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Introduction
Tv/ins have attracted the attention of man through centuries -
they have played parts in the myths and superstitions of all peoples;
they have been represented in astronomy, in art, in story, and have
recently become one of the absorbing problems of scientific research.
Tradition records the ancient Assyrians, Egyptians, and Indians
as killing one or both of a pair of twins in the belief that they
were omens of bad luck or associated with sin. The Romans considered
twins and triplets as favored by the gods. The famous battle of the
Horatii and of the Curat ii which decided the fate of Rome and Alba
became legendary with their strength and wisdom.
General Definition of Twinning
"Strictly speaking, twinning is twaining or two-ing - the divi-
sion of an individual or an organ into two equivalent and more or
less completely separate individuals or organs."* In other words,
twinning is dichotomy - which is defined as the process of division
into two parts.** Nor does that of necessity limit the number of
plural offspring to two only, but rather to multiples of two until
we have single twinning - or two, as the identical twins in man;
double twinning - or four, as the identical quadruplets in man and
in one species of armadillo; also triple and double twinning. Trip-
lets may result from the division of one egg into three parts; from
the division of one egg into two parts with another egg; or from
three separate eggs. The division of one egg to produce two or more
offspring results always in the so-called identical tv/ins - the
only true tv/ins.
There is however another kind of twinning, v/herein tv/o or more
separate germ cells start development at the same time, each producing
*Newman: Physiology, p. 1. **Dorland: Am. Med. Dictionary.
s•
a complete individual. In the human species these twins are called
fraternal and do not necessarily resemble each other any more than
ordinary brothers and sisters.
Classification
Further study shows that twins may be classified into divisions
and subdivisions, thus:
I. a. Plural offspring from plural eggs in species that usually
produce but one at a birth (cattle and man)
b. Paired offspring from two eggs in species that habitually
produce twins (armadillo Euphractus villosus )
II. a. Plural offspring from a single fertilized egg, by division into
two or more parts at any early stage of development. This
mode is:
specific: for two species of armadillo of the genus Dasypus; and
sporadic: for man and other species.
III. Conjoined twins and double monsters of various types - may be
either:
monozygotic (incompletely developed) or
dizygotic (with secondary fusion)*
Causes of Twinning
Many "causes" have been propounded as the cause of twinning,
based always on some specific case. Until recently there has been no
agreement. I shall try to offer explanations as each case of twinning
is presented; but in general it will be shown that twinning is caused
s by "a physiological isolation of the equivalent parts of the blastoderm
and a regulation of the isolated or twinned regions into complete em-
bryos'.1-* This physiological isolation, in turn, seems to be caused
by a temporary cessation of development at a critical period.**
*ITewroan: Biology, p. 3. **Newman: Physiology, p. 5.

Retardation "breaks up the organization of the egg so that when
conditions become such that it starts to develop anew, an entirely
new axis arises. If however, the original polarity, though weakened,
has been retained, two points on the axis, equidistant from the
original apical point, may become the grov/ing centers when a new
gradient is established.
Various Phases of Twinning
Since twinning is dichotomy, any superabundance of parts is a
form of twinning - duplicity in limbs, double tails, double organs of
any type. Likewise, any reduction of parts may be considered a mini-
mal type of twinning - such as the production of cyclopean monsters.
The most valuable material that aids in the solution of causes of
abnormal development comes from the united twins and anterior duplic-
ities, where one component is fully developed and normal in structure,
yet the other presents various forms of malformations* Attempts
at explanations have been made since the time of Aristotle.
The Embryology of Twins
In Plants
Twinning in plants is a matter of common observation, though
usually referred to as "doubling'.'
Alfalfa
It was first drawn to my attention that this doubleness was akin
to twins by Southworth f s title"*inning in Alfalfa'.'** He observed and
^ described three prirs of twins. In the first set, one plant was
strong and healthy, but the other died from exposure. The second
and third were strong vigorous plants, although there v/as a marked
variation in size; but the botanical characteristics were identical.
Stockard: Am. Nat. **J. Hered. #4, 1919.
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Fig. 1.*
From this I sought other references to plant doubling.
Oenothera
De Vries has performed hybridization experiments (which others
have confirmed) showing that in every generation the primrose Oenothera
Lamarckiana produces two kinds of fertile gametes - the so-called
"twin hybrids'.' For instance, the offspring of Oenothera Kookeri X
Oenothera biennis split in the second generation without following
the rules of Mendel. Further investigation showed that both recipro-
cal crosses of this and of < enothera Kookeri X Oenothera Lamarckiana
produced twins of the laeta and velut in
a
types without their constancy-
the former splitting again in every generation into the laeta and
velut ina types. The author assumes the mutation to be the cause of
producing the twins. Another writer, Cockerelli, supports the same
data. This, de Vries summarized by saying that the production of
twin hybrids in the first generation was due to the mass mutation,
where the typical gametes gave rise to velut ina , but the mutilated
ones to laeta . He noted almost complete analogy.
petunia) has found that doubleness is inherited according to the
I.Iendelian principle of segregation, where doubleness is recessive
and singleness is dominant. The author lists a number of historical
Petunia
f Saunders in his work with double flowers (especially with the
* J. Hered., #4, 1919.
i
cases that support doubleness. The following flowers are almost ex-
actly alike, and the lowest on the main axes of the plants, showing
imperfect twinning with five sepals, six petals, ten stamens (only
those extending above the stigmas are shown) and a gynoecium of
four distinct stigma lobes which terminate in four carpels which
are incompletely fused along one suture, thus exposing the ovules.
Fig. 2* Fig. 3*
Even the calyx (seen here from beneath) is double and the excessively
large gynoecium with five stigma lobes is the result of twin ovaries.
Fig. 4* Fig. 5*
The twin flowers apparently have developed from a common basis.
This would account for the incomplete duplication of parts on the
adaxial sides.
*Saunders: Genetics, vi, 17.
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Citrus Plants
Patterson says that several embryos are produced at a time by
the seed of certain plants such as the mango, the rose apple, and the
citrus fruits. The following is a diagram of several plants of the
mango arising from a single seed.
Fig. 6*
This may be interpreted by assuming that one embryo has developed
from the fertilized egg cell and the remainder from the tissue by
budding. These adventitious embryos produce plants whose fruits
resemble the parent as closely as though grafted - hence furnish a
method of propagation.
*Patterson: J. Hered.
, pp. 344 - 352.
p
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Lagustrum
When the growing tip is cut from certain plants - for example,
from Lagustrum (privet), the axillary buds of the two leaves below
usually send forth growing shoots. Frequently these grow at the same
rate, but sometimes one gets the advantage and shoots up as the grow-
ing tip. Loeb found in the leaf of Bryophyllum that growing parts
tended to inhibit one another. In case of injury to the apical point,
the two next below compete for the position.
Fig. 3* Fig. 9*
Because two embryos developing from a single blastoderm compete in
this way also, there has developed by analogy the theory of budding
(to be discussed later) of twin formation.
However, it is not until we reach the animal kingdom that one
finds a form of twinning easily seen to be analagous to "ordinary
twins'.'
*Stockard: Am. J. Anat., xxviii, p. 221.
>
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In Invertebrates
Asteroidea
"Perhaps the clearest analysis of the fundamentals of twinning
| has "been obtained through the experiments of the writer* on the eggs
and embryos of the Pacific Coast starfish Patiria miniata V
Cultures of Patiria produce abundant twins under the best of
conditions - when crowded, a very high percentage of twins of all
sorts result,
Parthenogenetic .
In Parthenogenetic cultures from 0 f« to 75 ft of the eggs develop
and of these about one-third show some phase of twinning. Comparison
with fertilized eggs show that' while both sets maturate simultaneously
only the fertilized eggs produce elevated fertilization membranes and
two hours after insemination begin cleavage which progresses rapidly;
while in the unfertilized eggs, cleavage does not begin for about
six hours and then progresses much more slowly. The stimulus of the
spermatozoBn has been missed, and the entire process is delayed.
Hybrid Twins
.
V/hen cultures of Patiria eggs are fertilized by sperm from
other starfishes, the resulting hybrid larvae always show distinctly
slower development - that is, the stimulus of the sperm is greater
than none, but much less than that of the same species.
Twins from Crowding .
If normal twins are placed in too small quarters a corresponding
P increase in the numbers of twins may be noticed. If at any time, even
late in larval development, these twins are given normal space re-
quirements, they recover to a surprizing degree the single state
*ITewman: Physiology, p. 11.
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by the absorjtion of the smaller by the larger. The theory is ad-
vanced that this crowding slows up development "due to the low
oxygen and high carbon dioxide content of the sea water'.'*
In other words, the common factor in the production of twins,
was retarded development.
Types of Twins.
Three distinct types of twins were found in Patiria cultures.
1. Dwarf Larvae occurred in parthenogenetic cultures. First cleavage
follows, but the second cleavage follows in only one of the blast omeres
each of the resulting blastomeres are subnormal producing larvae that
are half sized. G-astrulation is the last stage ever reached. This
discoHrdination may be termed "physiological blastotomy ,.,
2. Double
,
Triple or LIultiple Individuals - is the commonest type,
resulting from two or more points of invagination and a corresponding
number of archentera.
Apical Pole
Secondary Archent&assiK— /^==::^s
Primary
Archenteron
.irchentera
Fig. 10. Fig. 11. Fig. 12.
Figure 10 shows an advanced bipennaria stage.
Figure 11 shows another advanced bipennaria with tertiary archenteron.
Figure 12 shows true twin larvae; neither is the primary archenteron.
Figures 10 - 19 from ITewman: Physiology, p. 17.
Newman: Physiology, p. 14.
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Sometimes one archenteron dominates over the others and the
smaller fuses with the larger, producing an individual that appears
normal.
Fig. 13 Fig. 14 Fig. 15 Fig. 16
But the fusion takes place only when the two archentera result from
fusion of the basal area. If these are identical twins (i.e. of the
same size) they may fuse in the anterior region only, giving rise to
the katadidymous type of double monster. When the two components
are of uneaual size, the larger (or primary) is called the "autosite"
,
and the smaller (or secondary) the "parasite" as in higher forms.
"It is remarkable how nearly like a single normal individual such a
twin can become after absorbing its weaker brother"*- a finding which
has a definite bearing on theories of origin of double monsters of
higher animals.
Two -headed Larvae are found as small retarded forms in normally fer-
tilized cultures and result from the bifurcation of the anterior
portion of the archenteron which occurs in the gastrula stage.
Fig. 17 Fig. 18 Fig. 19
These are typical anadidymi, but do not develop further than this.
*Newman: Physiology, p. 26.
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Cause
.
All these cases of twinning are due to a retarding of the meta-
bolic rate in the egg or embryo, resulting in partial loss of polarity
with later refistablishment of poles along a nev; axis, setting up two
or more apical points from which development proceeds v/ith or v/ithout
subsequent fission or fusion.
In Bryozoa
Among the Cyclostomatous Bryozoa a process called "embryonic
fission" takes place frequently, which is a form of polyembryony.
The Bryozoa - colonial, freshwater and marine animals, in appear-
ance are similar to hydro ids, but structurally very different. The
chief characteristic of the suborder Cyclostomata is their extreme
simplicity, Polyembryony is quite common throughout the suborder.
The life history of the genus Crisia has been worked out carefully.
Development
The eggs develop in specialized zoiJecia (the calcareous tubes of
the internodes in the numerous branches of the colony). Under the
conditions these eggs, instead of each producing a single larva, pro-
ceed to bud, and each of these buds - primary, secondary, and tertiary
develops into a single larva so that a single egg may produce more
than one hundred fifty larvae.
The germ cells of Crisia are found at the terminal internodes of
the colonies. The male germ cells become attached to the growing
bud, giving rise to the testis, though this probably degenerates be-
fore forming mature spermatozoa, LjJewise the germ cells of the female
become attached. Both have to unite with a polypide bud (that bud
containing the mouth and other digestive organs) to mature. If
this attachment is not formed the ova degenerate; if it is formed
the polypide bud becomes aborted and forms a follicle about the grow-
ing embryo - that is, the ovicell.
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Maturation and fertilization have never been observed, but since
mature spermatozoa are formed, the process of fertilization is supposed
to be normal - though parthenogenetic development may take place.
Cleavage follov/s and then the formation of an irregular number
of blastomeres - three - which separate completely with subsequent
independent division until twenty to twenty-four cells are formed.
Then they come together in a compact mass v/hich grows into a ball
with a diameter varying from forty to two hundred micra. Meanwhile
the tentacle sheath has grown until it fills up the cavity of the
ovicell. In like manner the follicle has increased. Nutrition has
been obtained from the near-by zoBecia through intercommunicating
channels.
This primary embryo gives rise to so many secondary embryos by
budding that it is in reality only a budding organ which continues
to give off new buds even after some of the older secondary embryos
are free swimming larvae, when ultimately it forms a larva itself.
The cylindrical larvae with suckers develop from the two-layer buds,
remaining entirely within the ovicell until mature, when they escape
ready to attach themselves to some object .and propagate a characteris-
yffi ( \V itic colony. ///w \U /
Fig. 20* Fig. 21* Fig. 22* Fig. 23*
Patterson: Quart. Rev. Biol., ii, 3, 1927; pp. 401, 404.
I
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Twinning in Annelida
It has not yet been demonstrated that all of the Oligochaeta
indulge in twinning, but different investigators have reported em-
bryonic bifurcation in a number of species.
Duges in 1828 first described a double monster in Lumbricus
trapezoides ; and Kleinenberg in 1878 reoognized that twinning in
this species involved only one egg.
Our knowledge of the early development is still dependent on
Kleinenberg T s account which was based on his observations of Lumbrious
trapezoides . He first found that in spite of the three to eight eggs
deposited in each cocoon, only one usually developed.
Development
The cleavage of this egg is variable. Commonly the first divi-
sion produces two large blastomeres each of which gives off in suc-
cession three small cells developing into a blastula or 'germinal
bladder"' whose blastocoel is open to the outside by a cleavage pore
before it becomes a solid sphere through the differentiation of the
primary mesoblasts. The cell mass elongates in the direction of the
two poles and a transverse furrow occurs which cuts in from one side
and continues until the two parts of the egg are scarcely held to-
gether. Gastrulation follows from the lateral margins of the furrow
and results in two gastrulae held by a median cord of large ectoder-
mal cells. Meanwhile the internal development of the embryos has
been completed and the connecting cord breaks. If hov/ever, this cord
i fails to break, double monsters are produced.
Fig. 24* Fig. 25*
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Figures 24 - 31 from Patterson, op. cit., p. 406-407.
32 - 33 from Weber: Biol. Bull. Vol. xxxiii, pp. 337 - 339.
f
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All cases of earthworm twinning but two are within the highest
family of the Oligiochaeta - that is the lumbricidae
•
Welch in 1921 described Tub ifex tub ifex with eggs varying in
number from one to seventeen per cocoon. Inasmuch as this cocoon is
transparent the worms can be seen before they emerge through the
plug at the end - a plug just large enough for a normal worm to es-
cape. Thus body swellings make effective barriers. Several abnor-
malities were seen - the whole body swollen and short; swelling in
various parts of the body; bifurcations; combined bifurcations and
swellings.
Since these swellings effectively hinder the escape of the
worms, the author was able to collect them still in the cocoon after
the normal ones had departed. He found that anterior bifurcation
with normal posterior end was twice as frequently found as normal
anterior end and bifurcated posterior - though bifurcation at both
ends was almost as common. It is sometimes possible of course for
bifurcated worms to escape, but it rarely happens - and it is ex-
tremely difficult to keep them alive if they are artificially re-
moved from the cocoon, though they will live a long time inside of
it. Morphological examination shows setae, nervous system, nephridia,
circulatory system of the body region double even though bifurcated
portions simulate the normal tubificial structure.
Penners found the same type in Tub ifex rivulorum .
A third family of the annelids is known in which twinning
occurs - that is, the Glossocolecidae . Hague in 1923 found bifid
embryos in Sparganophilus eiseni .
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Modes of Twinning in Worms,
We have found here a true case of duplicate twins developing
from the right and left halves of a single embryo. The head end
is at first the only apical end and therefore very sensitive to
agents that may interfere with its growth. Yet, comparatively early,
the posterior end "becomes a secondary apical point - making a double
axiate organization. So it is entirely worthy of notice that bilat-
eral doubling occurs more frequently in the two apical regions, with
the center the point of lowest metabolic rate, - the common basal
region.
Thus the lowly worm shote precisely the same types of double
monstrosities as the vertebrates. They are unquestionably the
result of longitudinal fission - there has been no opportunity for
fusion of any sort. There is here abundant evidence to support the
theory of conjoined vertebrate twins (to be presented in due order).
The Cause of Twinning.
The oligochaeta reproduce by cocoon formation, whereby eggs
and sperm are deposited in completely closed receptacles (the cocoons)
which are then dropped in mud. In certain species some of the eggs
die which would, of course, foul the cocoon contents. But regardless
of this, the living eggs are obliged to begin and continue their de-
velopment with a limited supply of oxygen. It is probable that a
diminished oxygen supply retards development so that the bilateral
primordia become physiologically isolated - such isolation occurring
always at points of high metabolism - that is, at apical points.
"It is my belief" writes ITewman, "that the analysis of the double
monster situation in the earthworms practically settles the contro-
versy as to the mode of origin of vertebrate conjoined twins."*
Physiology, p. 37.
t1 *
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Twinning in Hymenoptera.
Polyembryony was first discovered in certain parasitic families
of Hymenoptera in 1898 by Marchal, and has been detected in an ever
increasing number of cases since then.
The Chalcid family Eneyrtidae is best ]aiown in species which
parasitize the eggs of Lepidoptera. Marchal (1904) gave the first
clear account describing carefully the polyembryony of Encyrtus
fuscicollis t Polygnotus minates , and later Ageniaspis testecipes .
Silvestri (1906) traced the development of Litomastrix truncatellus t
demonstrating that each egg produces usually fifteen hundred sexual
individuals besides a number of asexual individuals which are non-
viable. The following year he published a series of papers tracing
the monembryonic as well as the polyembryonic development of various
other species.
Development in General.
In these cases parasitized eggs hatch into larvae and the
chalcid eggs within their bodies soon commence to develop. Each
egg differentiates into a central embryonic mass within the troph-
amnion of the host from which it receives its nourishment and from
whose cells it obtains material for developing an adventitious coat.
The embryonic mass then divides into a series of small masses (there
may be one hundred, more or less) and each of these becomes a sep-
arate individual. Some may be abortive, but the remainder develop
into larval parasites which ultimately develop into haploid males
if unfertilized, or into females if the original egg was fertilized.
According to Marchal, a single fertilized ovum may develop into
from twelve to one hundred embryos, each of which develops into an
adult, all from each ovum being of the same sex. The number of ova
in a host varies from a few to many.
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This is the process in general, hut there are numerous points
of similarity and difference in the various species. Then too, many
of the accounts to date are incomplete. Leiby and Hill's observations
have demonstrated however, that polyembryony in insects "begins as a
twinning process in which the eggs divide into completely-formed,
same-sexed individuals.
Development of Platygaster hiemalis .
Lieby and Hill have worked out carefully the complete life
cycle of Platygaster hiemalis, which may be taken as an example of
all. It is a parasite of the Eessian fly, and the eggs - four to
eight in number - develop both monembryonically and polyembryoni-
cally. The eggs become distributed through the body cavity of the
host to facilitate development. Whether or not fertilized, the egg
undergoes tv/o typical maturation divisions reducing the number of
chromosomes. The two polar bodies remain in the egg and later
unite as the paranucleus. In time these divide, separate, divide
again until two are at each end of the trophamnion. After matura-
tion is completed, the cleavage nucleus is formed by the union of
female pronucleus and male nucleus if the egg is to be fertilized -
otherwise, the female pronucleus alone becomes the cleavage nucleus.
Differentiation into polar region (trophamnion) and embryonic region
results, followed by elongation of the parasitic body - a change
apparently necessary for the development of twins, as subsequent
division follows immediately. Each half of the divided embryonic
region now constitutes a true germ which develops independently as
the trophamnion becomes constricted. The nuclei of each germ divide
and multiply, which form a typical blastula which progresses from
the hollow to the cellular stage.
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The embryos have reached an advanced state of development in the
fall, remain in the host during the winter, and late in the spring,
they rupture the trophamniotic membrane and emerge into the body wall
in the larval stage, feeding upon the remains of the host during the
summer. The adult parasites leave the host carcass in the fall to
parasitize freshly deposited eggs of the second generation of the
Hessian fly.
38 39 40 41
45 46 47
Figures from Patterson: op. cit., p, 411.
f
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Several titles have drawn my attention to the fact that twin-
ning exists in Hymenoptera, giving the identifying marks of the va-
rious species, and the number of individuals produced per worm.
This shows that twinning is more common than previously supposed.
It shows also that there is disagreement with Newman T s statement:
"I do not consider polyembryony as exhibited among the parasitic
hymenoptera an instance of true twinning. "**
Twinning in Mollusca.
"I have never seen a reference to a case of twins or double
monstrosity in Mollusca'.'*** But Bichard P. Hall, writing in Science
describes Serpuloides vernicularis as a sessile, tubiculous, ovo-
viparous mollusc living on the under sides, of rocks in the shallow
waters of the Pacific Coast. The young are "born" with a simple
coiled shell which becomes attached and lengthens until it resembles
polychetes. In material collected in 1923 the author found three
pairs of "twins" where, in each case, two individuals, apparently
normal, v/ere fully formed, though somev/hat reduced in size. These
were contained in a membrane through which they could be studied
and their movements, which resembled normal embryos.
This suggests that twinning is not impossible even though
determinate cleavage is characteristic of the group.****
Twinning in Amphioxus.
No twins have been actually found, but they have been produced
artificially by shaking in the two cell stage, and thus either
actually separating the blastomeres so that each forms a complete,
but dwarf-sized larva, or physiologically separating them so that
*Howard: An Obvious New Case of Polyembryony **Newman: Physiology
Snow: Observations on the Cutworm Euxoa *** sc# nis. lxi p.
V/aterson: A New Polyembryonic Encystid **** i0 c. cit!
'
et al.
f
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double monstrosities result in the larval stage.
This is exactly analagous to the starfish condition.
Twinning in Vertebrates,
In Fishes
Historical
The literature on twinning in fishes is very extensive.
Probably the first reference is found in Androvandus' "Monstrorum
Historia" in 1642, However, all collections of twin series show the
same general representative types.
Classification
G-emmill classifies four different modes of origin for fish twins,
thus:
1. Two or more embryonic rudiments on a single blastoderm,
2, Two or more separate blastoderms on an egg,
3, Dichotomy of a single embryonic rudiment,
4. Two parallel sets of axial structures on a single embryonic
> rudiment
,
The first two modes are equivalent to the commonest mode of starfish
tv.'inning. The last two are different degrees of the process of
longitudinal fission.
Therefore, there are really but two types:
1. Separate twins, v/here the bodies are separate, with union
only in the yolk-sac region; and
2, Conjoined twins of an ajiadidymus type: that is, double
anteriorly, but single posteriorly.
The former arise on a single yolk from a single blastoderm.
The following diagrams represent germ-ring stages of twin
trout embryos - the first with two equivalent embryonic shields,
for the formation of separate individuals; the second, with two
eor
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embryonic shields, one of which would form a single separate twin,
and the other an anteriorly double monster,*
Fig, 48* Fig. 49*
There is reason to believe that some separate twins and all
true conjoined twins arise by division of the right and left halves
of a single axis. True anadidymi can be considered only as the
result of incomplete fission of one axis.
Comparison with Echinoderms
In starfish twinning the secondary archentera arose when the
original axis was only partly inhibited. After remaining for a
while, these axes were absorbed ultimately, - usually, but not always.
Probably something very similar takes place in fishes. If
the axis obliteration is incomplete in the blastoderm, the original
gastrulation area remains, and a secondary area arises. If inhibited,
now, only a secondary embryonic shield is left. If unstressed, a
secondary embryo will be formed, v/hich will always be defective in
some way due to the attempted obliteration. Meanwhile the primary
embryo develops normally until the two come to lie with ventral
surfaces together on the remaining yolk sac. Usually the larger
embryo, that is the primary one, surrounds the smaller causing the
common autosite and parasite condition. Evidence points to this as
the onl~ formation of true autosite-parasite.
Newman: Physiology, p. 41.
1> >
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Fig. 53*
But in the starfish - if the original polarity was wiped out,
when the new gastrulation areas appeared, each was secondary, and
a mirror image of the other. The two halves of the original blasto
derm had been isolated physiologically; they grew at the same rate
without influence on each other, producing identical twins.
Figures 50 - 62 from Stockard, p. 200 et seq..
a
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Newman* "believes that exactly such a process follows in fish -
from the blastoderm are developed two complete normal individuals,
attached only by yollc sac or by part of the lateral body wall.
These develop into duplicate twins such as these pictured below.
Left Eye
Fig. 55.
Fig. 56.
The differences in position depend on the distance between the two
gastrulation areas - if side by side, then the two may be united
laterally; if on opposite sides, then united ventrally. All such
unions are superficial.
*Physiology, pp. 47, 48.
I
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When two embryos arise by plural gastrulation there is a
difference in development - one being less than the other. This
is probably due to the persistence of the original axiate relations
with corresponding inhibition of one embryo.
Double Monstrosity
Double monsters have been found in all living orders of
Elasmobranchs
,
Teleosts, and Dipnoi, but the trout seems to show
more duplicity than any other species. There are two factors to
consider: (1) trout are the fish commonly found in hatcheries,
where they would be under observation; and (2) trout are adapted
to cold pure thoroughly oxygenated water, and would therefore be
under more abnormal conditions in hatcheries than other fishes.
Classification of Conjoined Twins.
Conjoined twins are much commoner in fishes than separate twins.
These may be classified into certain types, and again I take Gremmill's
classification in which he emphasizes the union rather than the
degree of duplicity.
I. Union in head region:'
fat mesencephalon.
Vat medulla oblongata.
/'pectoral fins absent on adjacent
II. Union in pectoral region: \ sides
(jaectoral fins present, but united
on adjacent sides
Cin front of vent
.
III. Union behind pectoral region: 1
Iclose to vent.
IV. Union by yolk sac - or Separate Twins - already taken up.
The commonest type of union is Type III. Usually these indi-
viduals show equal development, but there is a tendency toward
abnormality increasing as the duplicity extends posteriorly.
The range in duplicity is extensive.
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Fig. 59
Fig. 57 Fig. 58
Fig. 60 Fig. 61 Fig. 62
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Newman says /'Although it seems to me that Gemmill ! s data almost
automatically speaks forth the fission theory of twinning, it is per-
fectly evident that he has in mind exactly the opposite process."*
Twinning in Elasmobranchs
.
Kaestner found two selachian eggs (Pristiurus) with two "blasto-
derms on a single yolk. One had equal-sized blastomeres about
six miBimeters apart; the other had unequal-sized blastomeres but
in contact.
Dohrn has described a case of doubling in the embryo of the
Torpedo which is clearly a case of partial fission. He found tv/o
complete notochords, with but a single row of mesoblast somites.
The sides are exact and perfectly formed mirror images.
Causes of Twinning in Fishes
These causes are so closely allied to the causes of human
twinning that they will be discussed in a comparative way later.
Twinning in Amphibia.
In the year that data has been collected for this paper not
a single reference has been found to the occurrence of tv/ins in
natural circumstances. So it is apparently true that twinning
occurs very seldom. Newman** advances the reason that the ordinary
low temperature at which development normally takes place may offer
the explanation since low temperature seems to increase twinning
among other vertebrates.
Schultze*** (1894) was able to produce two embryos by inverting
the eggs of frogs when in the tv/o celled stage of cleavage. This
is explained by saying that "the results are due to a rotation of
the contents of each blastomere . "**** But here again, the time
* Physiology, p. 54. *** Ibid., p. 92.
** Op. cit., p. 91, ****Loc. cit.
«» »
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factor must be considered - delay results while the axiate structure
is "being reorganized,
Tornier* constricted the tails and limbs of the salamander
Triton and the resulting isolation of parts gave rise to doubling.
Others, cutting the gastrula stages into two exact parts, each of
which regenerated the missing half, have created artificial mono-
zygotic twins - many with situs inversus viscerum or reversed
symmetry of heart and stomach,
Bellamy in elaborate experiments, secured a frog with double
heads; and others with single heads but doubl bodies and tails.
He considered this duplication a phase of bilateral twinning due
to the inhibition of vital growing points of the embryonic axis
(dorsal lip of blastopore) while the lateral regions continued to
grow.
Bateson records a case of twinning of a tadpole v/hich had
paired spiracles of equal size on the left side instead of a single
one.
Emil Witschi has performed a number of interesting experiments
regarding sex-reversal in parabiotic twins of the American Y/ood Frog.
I record this only because of its later bearing in the case of sterile
female co-twins.
Young frog eggs have been used to demonstrate sex reversal in
parabiotic twins. The embryos were joined soon after enclosure of
the medullary tube (age, therefore, between fifty and seventy hours)
and the twins were preserved during the larval and metamorphosis
stages.
* Newman: Physiology, p. 92.
«t
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Fig. S3*.
In normal controls the third week saw the first sex differentiation.
In parabiotic twins this was delayed. Metamorphosis took place
between the forty-fourth and fifty-ninth day. Preliminary observa-
tions indicated that in heterogeneous combinations the sex of one
animal was not influenced by the other. But later investigations
showed that sex reversal took place in some of the females twinned
with males. Large parts of the gonads in three cases showed the
typical testicular structure while ovarial parts showed progressive
stages of transformation. But "obviously an inhibition in ovarial
growth is the first visible effect exerted by the male co-twin."*
This is of value in connection with the freemartin to be discussed
later - with just one difference. Here there is no time factor to
consider.
Burns in 1925 very successfully experimented on the urodele
Amblystoma, joining young embryos in parabiosis during the tail-
bud stage, and obtaining exclusively one-sexed pairs in an almost
1 : 1 ratio - but this in marked contrast to Lillie T s condition
in the freemartin.
* V/itschi: pp. 140, 141.
<5
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Twinning in Heptilia.
Partial twinning in reptiles is rather common, particularly
doubling of anterior structures in the Ophidia. Because reptilian
twinning is remarkably similar to twinning in birds - though probably
occurring more frequently - its study has been neglected.
There are many authentic records of finding double reptilian
monsters in the wild state; varying from partial to complete duplic-
ity - usually double or triple headed snakes.*
Among Chelonia there have been but few known cases of twinning,
though Bateson describes and pictures a two-headed tortoise, remark-
ing that "such a creature might have some difficulty in deciding on
a direction of locomotion."**
,4***
The development of the turtle eggs is entirely dependent on
climatic conditions; and any irregularities in the climate might be
reflected in the eggs. So it is not surprising that ITewman found a
large percentage of irregularities - some with small or irregular
heads, others with feet or tail missing, or deformed carapace, or
irregular scute pattern of carapace and plastron. Extensive doubling
of scutes was fairly comiron. Closely related to it v/as a similar
doubling of the neural plates, and even twinned ribs associated with
twinned costal plates and scutes.**** This strong tendency to doub-
ling is certainly a case of incipient twinning. But not a single
* Gemmill: Teratology and Pope: Snakes. *** fr ITewman, after Bateson-
**Kewman: Physiology, p. 95- ****Hewman: Physiol, pp. 96-97-
f
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case of actual twins or double monstrosity was found. The reason for
this is probably the same as will be shown true for birds; the criti-
cal period is past before the eggs are laid; and evidence points to
the further development of the chelonian egg before laying than the
bird.
Twinning in Aves.
Twinning is very common in birds, with resulting extensive
literature. Various kinds of duplicity in chick eggs have been
found by all embryologists . Dareste ! s "Reserches sur la Production
Artificielle des i..onstruosites T ' (Paris 1891) remains the classic
authority in teratology.
The manipulation of temperature, humidity, oxygen produced
monstrosities almost at will. Accordingly, Dareste formulated a
theory of teratology later adopted by Stockard in the belief that
the great majority of monstrosities are due to developmental retar-
dation at critical periods; and each organ has a particular period
of development more critical than others, when it is more readily
arrested.
The kinds of bird twins may be classified:*
1. Two blastoderms on a single egg yolk.
2. Two embryonic axes on one blastoderm.
3. Isolation of bilateral halves of single embryonic axis.
4. Growing together of two separate axes.
5. Absorption of one component of double monsters by the other.
* Newman: Physiology, p. 77
0
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1. Two blastoderms on a single egg yolk.
The following figure from Dareste illustrates a case of this:
Fig. 65*
These triplets are probably the result of two processes: first, fission
of blastoderm into two unequal masses; and second, double gastrulation
of lower, larger part of blastoderm resulting in the lower twins.
Although these embryos probably result from secondary gastrulation
areas, one is more advanced than the other, as commonly happens.
Another case of twins from two separate blastoderms by the
unequal bilateral fission of a blastoderm is shown below.
/)/' --.
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/ s Vi \
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Fig. 66**
These twins are in the primitive streak stage, bearing a striking
mirror image symmetry in spite of the difference in size.
* ITewman, after Dareste.
**ffewman, after Kaestner.
CO
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Two embryonic axes on one "blastoderm.
Twins arising from double gastrulation of one blastoderm are
usually so placed that anterior axial ends approximate each other.
The two figures belov; show this condition. In the first, the heads
have passed each other as far as the hind-brains, and are separate,
although the membranes are in contact. The other represents a
"head-on collision between chick twins that have resulted from
double, symmetrical gastrulation on opposite sides of the blasto-
derm. "*
A crucial case represents fision in the head region, with the sym-
metrically placed paired bodies in the seven somite stage. The
brains are crumpled as the result of a tangential collision - a
condition that could not have arisen from a normal single head.
Fig. 69***
Sufficient evidence has been given to conclude that cosmobia "cannot
Fig. 67** Fig. 68***
* Newman: Physiology, p. SO
* :j Hewman:after Kaestner
*** after ITewiran
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"be derived through the coming together at their anterior ends of
separate embryonic axes."*
A more unusual c:\se is that of Dareste's in which identical
triplets lie on a single blastoderm, each lying on its left side,
heads all pointing toward the center and all at the same stage.
III. Isolation of bilateral halves of a single embryonic axis.
This type of embryo is common where the right and left primor-
dia of a single axis separate. This division may result in anadidymi
(double heads) or katadidymi (double tails) or more rarely in
mearly complete longitudinal fission.
These have been explained by various authors*** as fusion of tv/o
independent primitive streaks; but this seems impossible to Newman,
v/ith whom I agree that it is "inconceivable that two separate axes
could come together with such perfect symmetry as to form a normal
single head"**** but rather "unquestionably a result of a process of
fission of the posterior growing region of the embryo."*-***
Fig. 70**
* Newman: Physiology, p. 82.
**Newman, after Dareste.
***Tannreuther , for example-
****Newman: Phy s i o 1 o gy , p . 8 3
.
**-***Ibid: p. 84.
•
Fig. 71* Fig. 72**
At the time the twinning agencies appeared, the head parts were
definitely established, leaving a secondary point of activity and
susceptibility. For in the chick, there are apparently two distinct
regions of differentiation and two gradients - the head process and
the primitive streak (which is equivalent to the dorsal lip region
of the frog, and is the point of greatest susceptibility in amphib-
ians). In the chick apparently either region may undergo fission with-
out the other.
A third case may be cited (Tannreuther T s) of almost complete
bilateral fission, resulting in two embryos of very different sizes
so that probably two distinct individuals would have hatched.
Fig. 73*
* Newman, after Tannreuther.
*I »
4>
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IV. Growing together of two separate axes.
The test example of this is found in Figures 68 and 69 as listed
under Type II; that is, the fusion of two partly developed sepa-
rate primordia.
V. Absorption of one component of a double monster by the other.
This is the autosite-parasite condition found again and again,
and likely to arise in Types II and III, especially the former.
The following outline diagram represents chick twins of very
unequal size, the larger of seventeen somites, almost normal and the
smaller of four somite v/ith its head in right angle contact with
the larger, though not yet fused.
Fig. 74*
"It is highly probable that the small embryo would later become a
mere cyst on the side of the larger, or even totally absorbed.**
*After Newman. **Newman: Physiology, p. 88.
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The Causes of Twinning in Birds.
Stockard has pointed out that bird eggs have a discontinuous
mode of development beginning at the high temperature of the maternal
body, being laid at the gastrula stage, with subsequent fall of tem-
perature that causes a pause in the post-gastrula condition, followed
by quiescence that lasts until the temperature is again raised. This
prolonged interruption would probably result in the production of
twins more frequently if the gastrulation period were not already
passed.
Twins are more frequent in eggs raised under artificial condi-
tions indicating some interruption or non-development that deaxiates
the blastoderm permitting either double gastrulation or physiological
isolation of bilateral primordia of a single axis. Most bird twins
are conjoined - a fact that points to late developmental interruption.
An earlier delay would cause anterior fission; a later delay, posterior
fission; which seems to account for the high percentage of katadidymi
in extreme contrast with the fish situation where anadidymi were
universally predominant.
Twinning in the Armadillos
Historical
H. von Jhering in 1885 and 1886 published brief accounts of
the armadillo after he had examined two pregnant females with
eight foetuses. Because all were within a single chorion, and all
v/ere males, he suggested that each set might be the result of the
splitting of a single egg. But in 1901 Rosner examined a pair of
pathological ovaries finding four eggs in the two largest follicles -
a most unusual circumstance. So it was not until 1909 that the
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question was reopened and the discovery of polyembryony really
made by Fernandez working with Dasypus mulita and Newman and
Patterson with Dasypus novemcinctus .
The life history of all species is practically the same.
There is nothing suggestive of polyembryony about the female repro-
ductive organs - the ovaries are normal, the uterus is simplex.
An early important discovery \vas that there is never more than one
true corpus luteum in the ovaries of a pregnant female. Hating
occurs before the fifteenth of August because by that time there is
a free vesicle in the uterus. It is remarkable that this vesicle
does not become attached to the uterine mucosa before the middle
of October. A similar "period of quiescence" has also been noted
by Bischoff in the blastocyst of the deer. Gestation is a four or
five months period, so that the young are fairly advanced at birth.
The early stages of development are typical for mammals. The eggs
are ovulated singly, have small polar bodies, are fertilized by but
one sperm and begin cleavage in normal fashion.
Dasypus novemcinctus
The earliest stages of cleavage have not been secured for
normal embryos, but they are the only developmental stages missing.
Patterson discovered in considerable numbers blastocysts in pre-
twinning stages and found numerous early twinning stages.
A complete series exists from late cleavage to full term.
The blastocyst is composed of a typical trophoblastic layer, and
the usual inner cell mass. While free in the uterine cavity the
latter differentiates into the embryonic layers of ectoderm and
endoderm, so that the blastocyst is didermic when it becomes attached
to the mucosa at the fundus of the uterus. G-astrulation follows when
the endodermal cells begin to migrate downward, and form a layer of
9
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cells around the compact mass of ectodermal cells, away from the
trophoblast. Figure 75 shows the process begun and Figure 76*
completed.
- inner cell mass
- trophoblast
Fig. 75
X--------- apical point
endoderm ( dark)
ectoderm (light)
Fig. 76
* Figures 75-85, 87 from Newman, after Patterson.
#
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One of the most significant stages follows - that of germ
layer inversion, which results in the endoderm forming outside the
ectoderm and a reversal of the primary axis. "Although this pro-
cess is not necessarily followed "by twinning, it at least appears
to offer a highly favorable opportunity for this type of embryonic
doubling."*
Fig. 77.
Invagination of the apical portions follows, resulting in a
ball that is practically hollow - that is, in a vesicle with a
central cavity - the primitive amniotic cavity. At the same time
the ectoderm becomes separated from the trophoblast, and a cavity
arises - the extra-embryonic cavity. A portion of the part that
remains attached to the mucosa wall becomes specialized to form the
primitive placenta called the "Trager"; leaving the remainder as
the diplotrophoblast
.
Newman: Biology, p. 42.
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Fig. 78.
There follows a period of rapid growth - the "Trager" pene-
trates the maternal mucosa; the embryo increases in diameter
v/ith increase of the extra-embryonic cavity, and a true amniotic
cavity develops. The embryonic ectoderm is a mass of vesicular
cells elongated in the bilateral axis of the uterus v/ith its apical
end at X. The embryo is nothing more than a "gastrula turned
inside out", but still one embryo only.
€T
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Fig. 79.
The ectodermal vesicle has progressed during these stages from
the animal pole of the egg until now it is at the vegetative pole.
The free edges of the endoderm have fused with the trophoblast and
the diplotrophoblast has thinned out prior to its total disappearance.
The first evidence of the primordia of twin embryos is seen in the
appearance of two "blunt hollow diverticula that extend outward
laterally from the opposite sides of the ectodermal vesicle. These
are the primary embryos - number II and IV, "It seems quite evident
that the bilaterality of this twin embryonic vesicle has been sec-
ondarily imposed upon it by the bilaterality of the uterus, for
we can see no other way of explaining the coincidence that exists
between the uterine and embryonic axes."*
*Newman: Biology, p. 49.
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Fig. 80
In the next stage, the second step of twinning occurs - the
division of each primary "bud to form two secondary buds, making a
total of four embryonic rudiments. These secondary diverticula or
secondary embryos lie with their axes pointing one dorsal (III)
and one ventral (IV) in the uterus. They are thus grouped in
pairs - numbers I and II together as one pair; and III and IV
as the other pair. The following diagram shows but two of the
embryos because the other two lie at right angles.
•
Fig. 81.
The embryos migrate down the meridian of the vesicle leaving
thin-walled amniotic canals to connect the headsends to the small
common amnion at the vegetative pole. The posterior end of each
embryo grows toward the "Trager" ring, soon joining it. The di-
plotrophoblast has disappeared. This may be shown diagrammati-
cally, thus:
trophoblast
common amnion
Fig. 82.
t
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In the following figure, union has been made with the "Trager";
each embryo is in an advanced, primitive streak stage and occupies
its own extra-embryonic area and is isolated from the other embryos
by a semi-partition. Each embryo has its own amnion v/hich is
attached to the small common amniotic vesicle by its connecting
canal. It is always possible to identify the twin products of
one side of the vesicle because their individual connecting canals
unite before entering the common amnion.
Fig. 83.
The placenta now consists of a broad band of villi v/hich have
deeply penetrated the mucosa. Sach embryo is connected to it by
a double primitive umbilicus. The primary individuals (II and IV)
are more advanced than the secondary embryos.
#
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Placenta with villi
Fig. 84.
Below, a semi-advanced condition, with part of the membrane
removed, gives the relations of the four embryos, each v/ith its
own placental area, amnion, and umbilicus.
-
-Placental disk
Fig. 85.
ft
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In the final stages the cavity of the chorionic vesicle is
divided into four quadrants , partitioned off "by the amnia of the
four foetuses. If the uterus is split open, the four foetuses may
be spread out to show their paired arrangement.
Full Term Eggs.
In full term eggs the placental complex consists of two well
defined areas on the right and left sides of the uterus, separated
dorsally and ventrally. Usually "blood vessels transverse the non-
villous area connecting the circulation. The umbilicus lies close
to the amniotic partition. It is strange that the amnia are always
pushed to the left and never to the right.
Fig. 86*
dorsal
left
imbilicus
ventral
Fig. 37.
*After Patterson.
t9
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Both the proximal and the distal ends are transparent, so that
the arrangement of foetuses can easily be seen - a condition espec-
ially favorable for any hereditary study.
The quadruplet condition is practically specific for Dasypus
novemcinctus
,
although occasionally two, three and five embryos
have been found at a time. Recent experimental work has shown that
the normal sequences of events in mammalian gestation depends on
the hormone system. Ovulation is rapidly followed by formation of
the corpus luteum - and placentation cannot come about until after
its formation. Therefore, it seems likely the corpus luteum is slov;
in forming in the armadillo; for we know that ultimately it becomes
exceptionally large, and excellent placentation is finally acquired.
The period of quiescence lasts at least three weeks - presumably
longer.
Twinning in Other Modes of Armadillos.
In Dasypus.
Dasypus novemcinctus (just described) and Dasypus hybridus are
without doubt closely related. The only important difference in
their reproduction is in the number of young at a single polyembry-
onic litter. In Dasypus novemcinctus the number is almost uniformly
four; in Dasypus hybridus , a larger though less definite number are
formed - eight apparently the favored number, nine next, and seven
to twelve found more or less frequently. "The fact that there is
so much variability in the number . . . apparently indicated that
the condition is of comparatively recent origin."* A large per-
centage of the advanced embryos are dead or abnormal due to the
overcrowding. Evidently four secondary growing points develop
Newman: Biology, p. 69.
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simultaneously (instead of two at a time as in Dasypus novemcinctus )
and then each divides into the primordia of two embryos. Sometimes
no fission occurs, sometimes the fission is more than half.
Twinning in Euphractus villosus
This mode of twinning is strikingly different from that of
Dasypus. Two foetuses are found within an apparently single chorion,
separated from each other by a membrane composed of the fused amnia
of the two foetuses. There are two umbilici - not symmetrically
fastened. Fernandez examined ten foetuses and found that in seven
cases the twins were of opposite sexes; in two, both female; and
in one, both male. This occurence of foetuses of opposite sexes
seemed strange for twins supposedly monochorical. Careful analysis
proved conclusively that the twins were not monozygotic. The false
appearance of polyembryony was cuased by the intimate fusion of two
separate eggs, which were crowded together.
"It is certainly a strange circumstance that within a small
group of so closely related and sharply differentiated forms like
the armadillos there should occur two methods of twinning so dia-
metrically opposite in character."*
It has also been discovered that in Euphractus uniDarous
births occur also. There are three possible interpretations:
1. A certain amount of prenatal mortality.
2. Failure of one ovary to ovulate.
3. Failure of one egg to be fertilized.
Ho data has been secured yet that v/ill determine which of the
above conditions is found.
One may infer that the earliest ancestors of the modem
armadillos had bicornate uteri and had multiple offspring; that
Newman: Biology, p. 79.
f
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the next step was a shortening of the horns and a tendency to
produce twins; that with the development of a simplex uterus there
came a tendency to produce single offspring, v/hich, in some species
has become a specific character. In the genus Dasypus, which is
evidently the most highly specialized of the Dasypodidae, the
process of polyembryony is the last step and has been derived from
a uniparous situation through the introduction of some factor that
causes the single blastocyst to undergo precocious agamic reproduction.
Polyembryony is, therefore, not a primitive, but a highly specialized
condition, even though some authors refer it back to conditions in
the lower chordates or even to conditions in the invertebrates.*
e of Twinning in the Armadillo
.
The concept of budding implies that the original apical point
retains its identity and that the bud is a secondary growing point.
In the armadillo, when the two gastrulation a reas are separated, it is
impossible to call one the original and the other the bud. To be
sure the forlted appearance of the posterior ends of the embryos
(as they join the common amnion) gives the appearance of budding.
Patterson calls embryos II and IV primary buds because slightly in
advance of I and III; and considers that this difference in devel-
opment is a point in favor of the budding theory.
"There is evidently some very accurately balanced behavior
here whatever its significance."**
I cannot reconcile the outward appearance as favoring develop-
ment by budding.
The fission theory only is left.
In armadillo quadruplets "the members of a litter are as
Newman: Biology, p. 83 Newman: Physiology, p. 118.
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closely similar to one another as are the right and left sides of
a single individual".* This approaches complete identity inasmuch
as certain asymmetrical abnormalities occurring on one side of a
twin were usually found on the opposite side of the other twin.
The only known kind of division that would preserve the original
symmetry and repeat it in mirror-imaging, is "bilateral fission.
The foregoing account of the armadillo is drawn freely from
Newman's Biology of Twins, pages 25 - 95;
Newman's Physiology of Twinning, pages 100 - 121;
Patterson's Polyembryony in Animals, in the Quarterly Review of
Biology for September 1927; and
the numerous articles by Newman and Patterson, writing both
singly and together, as listed in the Bibliography (q..v.).
*Newman: Physiology, p. 100.
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Twinning in Ruminants.
All the ruminants - deer, cattle, giraffes, and sheep -
habitually produce but one offspring at a birth; yet all occas-
ionally produce two or more. The process has been more carefully
studied in the domesticated ruminants because of the economic value
of acquiring two offspring at a time, if possible, than in the
wild species.
Bovine twins are in a different category from armadillo twins
because they may be of four types, while armadillos are always of
the same sex:
1. Two normal males.
2. Two normal females.
3. Normal male co-twin with normal female.
4. Normal male co-twin with a freemartin.
And it is because of the existence of the freemartin that ruminant
twinning has been studied extensively with such great interest.
Historical.
As far back as 1789 John Hunter studied the freanartin and
found that one specimen was apparently a hermaphrodite; another,^
more like a male; a third, more like a heifer. Accordingly he
expressed the opinion that the freemartin was a transverse her-
maphrodite, with varying predominance.
Several other investigators* worked on the problem in the
middle of the nineteenth century and arrived at one conclusion
or another. The data were extensive, showing the range from
retarded (juvenile) development to extreme (conflicting) conditions
but the conclusions drawn were questionable.
*Numan, 1843.
Spiegelberg, 1863.
Et al.
( /
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D. Berry Hart in 1910 summarized previous literature and ex-
pressed a "Mendelian view of the freemartin as a pure or extracted
recessive lacking its genital determinants"* on the assumption that
the freemartin and its male twin were of monozygotic origin. This
error has been made repeatedly, even as recently as 1916, when Cole
interpreted the freemartin as an undeveloped male, with sex organs
undifferentiated, and similar to a Juvenile female.
And Bateson commits himself to the theory of monozygotic twinning
of sheep and cattle when he writes that the male of opposite-sexed
twins is normal, but the freemartin is a sterile female with deformed
reproductive system. "It is conceivable that we should interpret it
by the phenomenon of gynandromorphism" that is, where one side of a
body is male and the other female; but neither side is sexually per-
fect. "If the halves of such a gynandromorph came apart, perhaps one
would be a freemartin."**
R. F. Lillie is responsible for the solution of the freemartin
puzzle. In an extensive study of the embryology of cattle twins, he
collected forty-one pairs in utero - obtaining ovaries, embryonic
envelopes of foetuses, and ascertaining the nature of the foetal
genitalia. Of the forty-one cases:
fourteen v/ere both male;
twenty-one v/ere opposite-sexed;
six were both female.
That is, 14<?<? : 21^ : 6?*. This is a normal ratio, for cattle
never reproduce in a 1 : 2 : 1 proportion - there is always an excess
of males. "If the sterile freemartin and its bull mate are monozy-
gotic, they should be included in a single chorion, and there should
be a single corpus luteum present. If they are dizygotic, we might
Newman: Biology, p. 90. Bateson; from Newman: Biology, p. 100.
G
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expect two separate chorions and two corpora lutea."* Examination
showed 97.5 $ of the twins were monochorial, hut nearly all were
dizygotic, for in all cases a corpus luteum was found in each ovary.
The monochorial condition is not a conclusive test for monozygotic
origin, for two chorions, originally separate, might fuse secondarily.
Keller and Tandler had previously reported six cases (out of
ninety pairs of two sexed twins) where females were normal; and they
found
:
In the first case, the chorions, while adherent, were not fused.
In the second, the chorions v/ere connected, but no vascular
union existed.
In three cases, the chorions v/ere united by a narrow scar, but
there were no vascular anastomoses.
The sixth, was a case of fourth month pregnancy, where several
exceedingly small blood vessels crossed, but were very different in
nature from the typical connected circulation - and probably repre-
sented secondary connections, formed too late to affect the free-
martin.
In twin pregnancies of cattle, there is usually fertilization
of two ovaries - one from each ovary. These develop in separate
horns of the uterus. The growing ova meet and fuse between the ten
and the twenty millimeter stage. The blood vessels from each begin
to anastomose in that part of the chorion which connects them. This
anastomosis becomes very extensive, so that either foetus can be in-
jected from the other. Therefore a constant interchange of blood
takes place. If both are of the same sex, no harm can result; but
if one is male and the other female, the reproductive system of the
female is largely suppressed, and certain male organs even develop
in the female. This is unquestionably to be interpreted as a case
Newman: Biology, p. 103.
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of hormone action. It is not yet determined v/hether the invariable
result of sterilization of the female at the expense of the male is
due to more precocious development of the male hormones, or to a
certain natural dominance of the male over the female hormones.
Newman writes: "At first it was not clear to Lillie whether
this result was due to a dominance of the male-differentiating hor-
mones over the female, or was the result of a precocious develop-
ment of male glands. Further studies favor the latter interpreta-
tion, so that it now appears that the glandular portion of the
testis differentiates before that of the ovary. When the twins
unite their "blood vessels in the chorion, the blood of the male
passes into the system of the female and inhibits the development
of the glandular portion of the ovary. Therefore, in the absence
of female-differentiating hormones in the zygotically determined
female, the male hormones actually do cause the differentiation
of male characteristics.*
Therefore, the freemartin is dizygotically female. This has
been established beyond question; its intersexual condition is due
to the action of the blood of the male twin through anastomosis of
the foetal blood vessels which develop very early.
The following diagram is typical of opposite-sexed cattle twins.
The female on the right is a freemartin, due to the anastomoses
of the blood vessels, as may be clearly seen.
*Newman: Biology, p. 106.
G
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Fig. 88*
Bateson states that sterile freemartins are seldom found in
sheep. He examined four eases (an insufficient number to "be sure)
and found that the foetuses are at once monochorial and dizygotic
with the circulation for each one separate. If the tv/o circulations
should fuse, the resulting condition would be similar to that in
cattle; and the sterile freemartins should result. Fertile free-
martins do occur occasionally in cattle; and then it is due to the
failure of the two blood systems to anastomose. Therefore, both
sterile and fertile freemartins are possible in the tv/o cases; in
cattle they are usually sterile; in sheep they are usually fertile;
both conditions may be reversed.
The sterile freemartin furnishes us with valuable criteria
regarding the effects of hormone sex-differentiating factors. The
female is sterilized before there are any morphological evidences of
sex-differentiation, and the male hormones circulate for the rest of
Newman: Biology, p. 106.
(/
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the uterine life - and yet, usually - the reproductive system is pre-
ponderatingly female and the male characteristics usually superficial.
Monozygotic Twinning.
Keller and Tandler found that of their cases of ninety pairs of
twins: eighty-eight had two corpora lutea; two had three corpora
lutea; and one had one corpus luteum. These with Lillie's thirty-
six cases give in all one hundred and twenty six - therefore, we
may conclude that monozygotic twinning is the rule.
When twins come from two ovaries it is necessary for the chorion-
ic vesicles to grow entirely through their respective horns before
meeting in the corpus uteri so that the embryos would probably be
about fifteen millimeters long before any fusion could occur. There
has been obtained no data for determining how rapidly vascular anas-
tomoses can be set up. On the other hand, when both ova are in the
same horn, fusion may take place much earlier so that the union of
the blood vessels may date from the time of embryonic circulation.
Two similar cases were found with direct arterial connection between
the tv/o umbilical cords; where the two amniotic cavities were so
close that the walls of one were in contact with the walls of the
other, resulting presumably in fusion, but all early parts that over-
lapped had entirely disappeared. Probably fusion is complete and
vascular anastomosis begun before the ten millimeter stage, that is,
long before the beginning of sex differentiation. This is apparent-
ly the maximum of early onset, but by no means the maximum degree of
I intersexuality resulted; therefore, it cannot be said the degree of
intersexuality depends on the time of onset, or the intensity of the
male hormone action.*
*Lillie: Biol. Bull., pp. 58 - 59.
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There was another case, where arterial connection was doubted
at first, so slight was the anastomosis. Later, an exceedingly del-
icate artery was apparently found; hut the reproductive system of
the female was "typically intersexual. "* Other cases might he cited
to show that there are no intergrades in the intersexual condition;
it is another example of the all-or-none principle.
Single ovum twins have been reported in other ruminants.
Streeter, for example, reports finding normal twin pig embryos of
approximately equal size, though v/hen examined in serial section, he
found one more advanced than the other. He concluded that these twins
had developed from a single blastocyst; and that twinning might occur
in a normal environment. For these twins were found to be normal
developing embryos, each showing the first signs of polarity of the
embryonic axis. Beyond doubt, the twinning took place before the
establishment of the primitive groove.**
Carey dissected a double pig of the Syncephalus thoracopagus
type, finding a case of Janiceps asymmetros - each v/ith a distinct
heart in its own pericardium, followed by fusion of the aortic
arches. Fusion extended cephalocaudad to the umbilicus (which was
single v/ith four arteries and two veins) and caudad was normal.
Both were males.***
Other mammals in the course of twinning produce monstrosities
(but not freemartins) • Reese found a cat whose history is unknown,
and dissected it carefully, finding head and skull normal, but sepa-
ration beginning in the shoulder girdle. Apparently, the animal was
composed of the right and left halves of two bodies, the left being
larger; the head belonging to the right. Dissection revealed an
animal something like this:****
*Lillie: loc. cit. **Streeter: Am. J. Anat., p. 190.
***Anat. Rec, xii, pp. 177-79. ****Anat. Rec, v, pp. 383-89.
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Fig. 89.
The partly double maims had a longitudinal groove through the middle;
each of the other hands were more or less normal, but twisted. Inter
nally, oesophagus and stomach were of normal size and single. So too
were the trachea, lungs, liver, and heart, except for abnormal size.
The intestines were separate, dividing suddenly. The urinogenital
system was complete for each individual - both females.
Hartman found a sex intergrade opossum - externally male, inter-
nally female; but sections showed no sex cells of any kind. Probably
this is evidence of sex-differentiation due to hormones; a case that
may be interpreted as a reciprocal freemartin. Such sex intergrades
are very possible, but if due to crowding, the wonder is that it
Science, Vol. lii.
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doesn T t occur more frequently because of the crowded conditions of
the opossum uterus. Hormone influence must be felt early, for the
opossum is born ten days after fertilization, and five days after
the primitive streak stage. There is no placenta.*
Similar conditions are found in the rat and the dog.*
A human case has been reported exactly comparable in essentials
to the freemartin where "the child was born co-twin to a male . • "
and . . "the placentae were fused" , thus furnishing indisputable
proof.**
Evidence would therefore indicate that freeraartins and recip-
rocals might be expected in all mammals.
Human Twins
.
Human twins may be either monozygotic (resulting from division)
or dizygotic (from two eggs simultaneously liberated and fertilized);
in the former case, they are called duplicate or identical; in the
latter, similar or fraternal. The former are remarkably alike; the
latter no more alike than ordinary brothers and sisters.
Developmental Hazards.
Developmental hazards exist to a surprizing degree. It is a
popular idea that one twin is always more vigorous than the other;
and Newman believes "these popular impressions are not without
foundation."*** One twin tends to obtain a physiological ascendancy
over the other which may be great or small. Whether one or tv/o egg
tv/ins, there is usually a marked difference in size. Schatz, from
an adequate amount of data, found that the differences between two
egg twins increase steadily up to and after birth; but the differences
between one egg twins are greatest at the middle of pregnancy and
Science, Vol. lii. ***Physiology
, p. 135.
**op. cit.
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decrease until birth; so that, at the time of "birth, the differences
are about equal.
There is always a disadvantage in twinning - the foetuses crowd
each other and compete for the common food supply. The main influ-
ences of two egg twins result from competition for placental surface.
Special dangers are the lot of one egg twins, however. Situs inver-
sus viscerum (or mirror imaging) may be slight or great - with serious
consequences for the twin in which the reversal occurs. Then too,
the twin that becomes attached to the placental region first, develops
rapidly, depriving the other of food. Anastomoses of blood vessels
occur which usually result in the so-called third circulation (region
of intercommunication). If this is symmetrical with reference to
the volume of blood exchanged, all is well for both twins. If the
arterial supply is greater to one than to the other, or the venous
contribution is less, a serious situation arises, which depends on
the degree of difference. For convenience, call the tv/in receiving
the greater amount of blood "favored"; but sometimes it is more
harmful to receive too much than not enough. An excess (or plethora)
of blood may result in variation of development as the blood pres-
sure varies, causing underdevelopment for one and over-development
for the other, which may cause intra-uterine death. This is the
most frequent cause of twin deaths.
The first organ to be affected, is naturally the heart; ranging
from hypertrophy of one to heart death of the other. Yet the tv/in
receiving insufficient blood may be kept alive at the expense of its
partner during uterine life. This is harmful to the favored twin
because of the over-exertion.
Acardii (monsters with atrophied hearts) are fairly frequent.
These belong to the realm of pathology - distressing forms of
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scarcely recognizable masses (sometimes) or only fractions of indi-
viduals. The less said about these, the better.
Separate duplicate twins, therefore, are those who have success-
fully avoided two dangers: (1) of incomplete separation of the two
blastomeres of the two-celled stage; and (2) that of a secondary
fusion of the later blastomeres owing to close proximity - v/ith all
the dangers that may be placed under "fusion", (that is, not only
of blood vessels, but monstrous conditions resulting in diplopagi
or autosite-parasite condition).*
Conjoined Twins.
Conjoined twins are assumed to be the division product of a
single egg, because they are always of the same sex; frequently show
situs inversus viscerum , and usually cosmobia; though the mode of
joining varies considerably. Acardia is as likely to develop here
as in separate twins, with the same results, though opportunities for
complete suppression of the injured twin is greater because of their
close contact.
The ine quality between them may be the same as in the case of
fishes: "the two bilateral primordia, after physiological isolation
are somewhat independent and are not affected to the same extent by
the prevailing growth retarding agencies that have been responsible
for the twinning."** Just as much reason exists for these to be
susceptible differently to inhibiting agents as there is for the
two sides of an individual.**
The following diagram shows the interrelations of the various
sorts of diplopagi and duplicate twins, illustrative of the varia-
tions that may exist.***
* Wilder: Am. J. Anat, Vol. iii, p. 419.
Newman : Physiology
, p. 158.Wilder: op. cit. plate H (opp. p. 472).
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Causes of Human Twins.
It is generally believed that identical twins "belong to the
same series as conjoined twins. Two possible explanations of con-
joined twins are therefore open:
1. that they are incompletely fused separate individuals;
2. that they are incompletely separated single individuals.
There are almost insurmountable obstacles to an acceptance of the
first view, as has been previously indicated, when the complete bi-
lateral symmetry of the two components is considered. This does not
discard the possibility - probability, rather - of external fusion
as the result of crowding.
Comparison with birds and reptiles furnishes an outstanding
analogy. Hence, all cosmobia can be explained as fision products.
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Pictures of double monstrosities give confirmation to the theory of
retarded development. Liost human monsters are of the anadidyinous
type, that is, the predominating type of vertebrate monstrosity.
Conjoined Twins and Double Monsters.
The literature about these is very extensive, from the lengthy
pathological accounts to museum records. There may be distinguished
two types:
1. Diplopagi - in which the component parts are equal and sym-
metrical. Each component may be complete or less than complete.
These may be: craniopagi - joined at the head;
thoracopagi - joined at thorax; or
pygopagi - joined at sacrum; and they are always
joined in a symmetrical way.
2. Autosite and Parasite - wherein the parasite may be only a
fraction of a body, possibly a head or a limb; or enclosed within
the autosite.
Hemihypertrophy
.
Eemihypertrophy is an anomaly v/hereby one-half of the body
acquires unilateral gigantism. There is always a certain amount of
asymmetry between the right and left halves of individuals.
Dr. G-esell of Yale has given in several papers, the results of
his examination of two rare cases exhibiting this defect - one a
youth examined in 1920 and again in 1927 - where all the organs of
the right side were strikingly larger than those of the left. Men-
tally, he is an imbecile. ITo progress v/as shown in the variation of
sides, nor in mental ability in the intervening years. The other
castas a girl of two or three years, who had difficulty in walking
because of the difference in length of legs - a difference found to
exist on her whole side. She too was mentally handicapped. Forty
fl
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cases were listed, varying from partial to total hemihypertrophy -
with sufficient data to state that hemihypertrophy and mental defect
are associated.*
Since twinning is bilateral division; and since hemihypertrophy
is evidently the result of inaccuracy of divisional duplicity; it
may readily be seen that it is merely a phase of the general twinning
phenomenon - an atypical or incomplete form, just the same as incom-
plete twinning in another way, may give a double-headed monster.
It is a minimal form of double monstrosity.
Twinning in Limbs.
Among bilateral animals of all sorts it is very common to find
double tails or limbs - which are really cases of local twinning.
In lizards and amphibia, if an injury has occurred it is frequent
to find the regenerated tail has grown out more or less completely
doubled. Hybrid fish larvae are found v/ith double tails associated
alv/ays v/ith other abnormalities. The goldfish ( Cyprinus auratus )
is characteristically double tailed - but it is only indirectly
inheritable.
Duplicity in limbs is found in many groups of insects, Crustacea,
and vertebrates which may be either entirely separate outgrowths near
the normal appendage or outgrowths from the normal. Quite common in
the latter case is it to fnd the supernumerary appendages are each
twins of the normal, so that the two parts are mirror images.
Minimal twinning in v/hich additional thumbs or fingers are
found may increase until there are two separate hands.
The Cause of Limb Doubling.
This must have the same general causes as bilateral twinning.
In other words, it must be due to a lowering of the developmental
rate when the limb bud is beginning its outgrowth and before the
Arch. Neurol, and Psych, vi,
Am. J. Lied. Sci. clxxiii.
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terminal elements are differentiated. The fact that in regeneration
there is first a dedifferentiation of tissues followed "by recovery
of axiate organization, results in retardation. Prof. Detv/iler in
his experiments of grafting amblystoma limbs found that the farther
away from the normal location the graft was placed, the slower it
was to develop and the greater number of reduplications.
Cyclopia.
Cyclopia is another form of minimal twinning in which the
inner component of the face is suppressed, resulting in various
degrees of the one-eye condition - with corresponding changes in
the nose and the rest of the face. It is caused chiefly by lack
of room, a striving among parts for the best physiological effic-
iency, and a mechanical hindrance that blocks development.*
Twinning as a Mode of Reproduction.
Twinning is a precocious form of axiate reproduction that in-
volves a physiological isolation of halves (both bilateral and sym-
metrical) of the blastoderm with its consequent physical separation
into two equivalent individuals. Gross fragmentation of the
blastoderm without reference to axiate relations, even though it
gives rise to independent embryos, is not, according to Newman,
twinning. He considers twinning to differ from both transverse
fission and lateral budding because it depends on the axis of sym-
metry instead of the axis of polarity.**
Theories of Twinning.
Historical.
The ancient philosophers advanced numerous theories, which
may be discarded merely by mentioning them.
Empedocles said the number of children at a birth depended
Wilder: Am. J. Anat., Vol. viii, pp. 362 - 364.
**£hysiology, pp. 211, 212.
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directly on the quantity of the semen. Pare used the same reason
to explain monstrosities (thus recognizing their alliance to twins):
(1) acephalous monsters due to deficiency of semen and (2) double
monsters due to excess.
Hippocrates in "Nature of the Infant" said that tv/ins resulted
from a single coitus, e^oh infant having a chorion. They might be
J% or or £1 , the latter resulting if the semen was thick and
strong.
Concresence Theory.
This has been worked out particularly with fishes, but is just
as applicable to the general problem of twinning. In this concres-
cence theory, the embryonic shield represents merely the anterior
end of the embryo, the lateral halves of the rest of the body being
represented by portions of the germ ring, which concresces to form
bilateral elements of the embryo. If true this apparently would
account for the union of the embryonic axes into one for conjoined
tv/ins.
If a second embryonic shield arose, the two heads would com-
pete for the germ ring between them. Then the tv/o outer halves
would concresce in a median line to form the untwinned part of the
body, producing a monster with two heads and one body. The amount
of anterior twinning would depend on the distance between the tv/o
shields.
On the basis of the concrescence theory, this appears plausible,
but the theory has long since been upset. Kopsch obtained experi-
mental proof that the germ ring does not represent halves of the
axis and does not concresce to form the embryonic axis.* On the
contrary, injury to the germ ring near the embryonic shield does
not affect the future embryo; the embryonic shield representing
Newman: Physiology, pp. 55 - 56.
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the entire embryo with complete axis; and concrescence applies only
to the tail-bud region. The best workers on teleost embryology agree
with this view.
Fig. 91.* Fig. 92.*
This view has an important bearing on the interpretation of conjoined
twins - not only in fishes, but in all vertebrates.
Double-headed and single-bodied individuals cannot arise from
the fusion of two separate embryonic shields, as G-emmill T s budding
theory implies. To make such a fusion possible it would be necessary
to suppose that in some way the inner halves of each twin became ob-
literated during the fusion process so that only the outer halves
remain. These come together fusing exactly with the two correspond-
ing parts of each half. The time element must also be considered so
that each half is in exactly the same stage of development.**
In a later work Gemmill accepts Kopsch f s interpretation of the
formation of the embryonic axis and the germ ring nature, but main-
tains that double monsters result from the fusion of originally
separate embryonic axes.
This fusion theory is untenable*** though without question
secondary fusion occurs of external parts.
Theories of Polyembryonic Development in Dasypus.
In both species of Dasypus the gestation period is abnormally
long for a small-sized mammal. In Euphractus villosus » in which
egg produces but one embryo - the period is only two months - so
that two broods are produced each season. Fernandez T s explanation
*Newman: Physiology, p. 58. **Ibid, p. 59.
***Ibid, p. 60.
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that slower development is due to insufficient nutriment for the
embryos from the maternal blood, plus the crowded conditions - is
insufficient in view of the fact that polyembryonic development is
fully completed before the permanent nutritive relation is estab-
lished with the mother; and that there is no crowding until the
embryos have grown considerably.
A more satisfactory explanation is found in the early period
of quiescence of the egg. The factors responsible for retarded
development begin to operate at a very early period - probably as
early as the first cleavage stage.*
What factors cause this retardation? They are unknown as yet.
Newman believes this agamic reproduction is physiologically equiv-
alent to budding in plants - where any injury to the apical growing
point - any lowering of the metabolic rate - results in secondary
grov/ing points which become dominant.
In the armadillo egg there is an apical growing point to the
ectodermal vesicle which, affected by any change in metabolism,
would lose its dominance, allowing the formation of "primary buds"
and later "secondary buds". Then, (exactly as in plants) a new
nutritive connection is acquired through the "Trager", and the
metabolic process is accelerated, with a corresponding speed in
growth. But the vesicle has become differentiated now into quad-
ruplets (or greater) wherein each individual is separate.
Various Other Theories.
Blastotomy versus Budding.
The question has arisen: "Is each embryo the lineal descendant
of a single blastomere of the four cell stage of cleavage, or does
the process of fission . . . occur without reference to the cell
* Newman: Biology, p. 86.
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products of the early cleavage cell?"* The evidence of Newman,
Patterson and Wilder seems to be against any definite blastotomy
idea, though all except Patterson consider it likely that through
some form of differentiation, each of the group is a "lineal descen-
dant of a single blastomere, formed during early cleavage."**
The Fission Theory.
Assheton criticizes the theories of "blastotomy and of budding,
advancing instead the fission theory - "a morphological explanation
of . . .a physiological process."***
Stockard's Theory.
Stockard explains the morphology and physiology of twinning in
fishes on the basis of artificial production of tv/ins in Fundulus*
According to Newman (I didn T t so interpret it), Stockard adopts
Gemmill's theory of double monster origin,
Patterson T s budding theory of twin origin,
Child's theory of dominance and subordination - with the
result that both arguments and conclusions are unsound.****
Suggested Theories of the Ilode of ivlonozygotie Vertebrate Twinning.
1. Origin from a double -yolked egg - impossible in man.
2. Origin from a binucleated egg - requires two sperms, introducing
a degree of diversity which does not occur.
3. Von K811iker T s theory that a single egg may produce two embryonic
areas with possibility of resulting amnions being separate -
is worthy of consideration.
4. Wilder 1 s blastotomy theory of the separation of two blastomere
s
of the first division of cleavage.
5. Fission theory of Newman and Patterson based on the reproductive
system of the armadillo. According to this theory, duplicate
* Newman: Biology, p. 89. *** Ibid. p. 92.
**Ibid., p. 91. ****Newman: Physiology, p. 51
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human twins might arise by some sort of early fission process that
probably starts in the ectoderm. The observations of a number of
reliable scientists on the earliest known human embryos indicate
that the amnion arises as a hollow ball of ectoderm - which furn-
ishes the mechanism essential for ectodermal outgrowths from which
the primordia of twins could arise.
Because human duplicate twins show very little mirror imaging
and armadillo quadruplets show considerable, it seems likely that
human duplicate twins become physiologically isolated considerably
earlier than armadillo quadruplets. It is logical to assume that
the earlier the separation, the more complete the individual's sym-
metry organization. Double monsters, on the other hand, frequently
show extensive mirror-imaging, probably because they have separated
comparatively late in ontogeny.*
The Lateral Budding Theory as Applied to Human Conjoined Twins.
The two components of a pair of conjoined tv/ins are frequently
of unequal size - the larger usually being the normal; and the
smaller exhibiting various signs of suppression. Adherents of this
theory interpret the normal twin as the result of the primary embry-
onic shield and the abnormal twin as the product of a secondary bud.
The analogy with plants is evident; wherein the terminal bud continues
development and a lateral branch vies with its development. As an
alternative, a small secondary bud may be thought to arise on the
germ ring and through concrescence produce individuals with double
anterior parts but single posterior parts. The lateral budding idea
is quite incompatible with the fact that even when the two components
are distinctly unequal, they contribute quite symmetrically of all
their median organs to the single part of the body. The concrescence
.theory has already been discussed and the conclusion reached that it i
*Newman: Biol. Bull., Vol. xxx, 2,
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no longer worthy of consideration.
Two possible explanations remain:
Z. The commonest mode of interinfluence , resulting in the abnormal
development of one or both tv/ins, is the result of anastomosis of
the placental blood vessels. Vascular anastomoses have been found
in fish twins and double monsters; in mammals, as previously stated,
including human one-egg tv/ins.
II. The other explanation involves the fission theory - that is, that
conjoined twins arise through the separation of the two bilateral
halves of a single embryonic shield - such separation arising from the
lowered rate of metabolism v/hile the axis is being established.
There is abundant evidence of the existence of physiological asymmetry.
Arey's Theory of the Origin of Human Tv/ins.
Arey has carefully studied all known cases ^of human tubal twins,
finding that uterine monochorial twins are only about one-fourth as
numerous as dichorial twins; and that tubal monochorial twins are
eight times as frequent as expected, were the tube not a more favor-
able location for tv/in production.
He asserts that mammalian monozygotic twins do not arise by the
separation of early blastomeres, as too often assumed. The common
chorion of all twins of this sort proves that separation must be
subsequent to the period when cleavage group is differentiated iiito
an inner cell mass and an outer shell of trophectoderm. Identical
monochorial twins do not arise by fusion of separate ova (although
some double ovum tv/ins do become monochorial)
These data do not however, contradict the essence of the fission
theory - which, viewed in all aspects, is the most likely and accep-
table of them all.
** Arey: Anat. Rec, xxiii, p. 245.
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Historical Explanation of Double Llonsters
Monstrosities in man and animals have attracted attention since
earliest times. Among primitive people they have been regarded, as of
supernatural origin, even as twins, but more so. It was commonly be-
lieved that they resulted from union with the animals.
Apparently Aristotle was the first to examine them as a natural-
ist. Then Pliny described a number of well-known forms, but did not
distinguish betv/een legendary and actual monstrosities.
William Harvey in 1651 first referred monstrosities to their
proper place as abnormalities of embryonic reproduction, propagating
the theory of epigenesis, that;,* that organs of an embryo arise by
new formation.
Camille Darest in 1891 in his "Recherches sur la production art-
ificielle des monstrositie's , ou essais de teratogenic experimentale"
reviewed the historical theories set forth regarding the origin of
double monsters, going as far back as 1706, when the anatomist Duver-
ney expressed the opinion that an ischiopagus human monster could not
have arisen through the partial fusion of two embryos, but must have
existed as a douole monster in the egg. In other words, Duverney was
in complete concord with the theory of preformation - that is, that
an embryo is merely the enlargement of a pre-existing, invisiole con-
dition - which obsessed biological science until 1759,
In 1724 Lemery, after dissecting an ischiopagus, tried to prove
such a monstrosity could not have been preformed, but must have been
derived from two separate eggs. He was almost alone in a rational
interpretation of monstrosities at that time.
Caspar Frederick Wolff in 1772 revived Survey's epigenesis
doctrine to combat that of preformation, and suggested that double
monstrosity resulted from some peculiarity of the process of epi-
genetic change.
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His follower Meckel carried the epigenesis conception still
further, stating that all double monsters were cases of single eggs
developed to excess. ] e considered bilaterally symmetrical animals
of dual origin, double monsters resulting because the tv/o halves
failed to unite completely. Neither recognized the influence of
physiological causes - but believed ova abnormal at the start.
Etienne Geoffroy St. Hilaire revived the fusion theory of Lemery
adding that fusion was not accidental but due to the affinity of
homologous organs for each other, and the inability of unlike parts
to fuse. His son, August in carried the idea further, explaining all
cases of duplicity on the hypothesis of original duality.
The influence of this fusion theory has extended to G-emmill
and Stockard of the modern scientists.*
* Drawn largely from the Encyclopedia Britannia, 11th Ed., Vol. xviii
...cnstrosities.
t
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Heredity in Twins
"If polyembryonic offspring were absolutely identical within
a monozygotic set, the problem would be to account for the identity.
Since they are not identical, but show a definite variability
within a set, the problem is to account for the differences that
exist among them."* There is only one unvaried characteristic of
polyembryonic offspring - that is, that they are always of the same
sex.
In Armadillo Quadruplets
The strikingly diagrammatic arrangement of the integument of
the armadillo into five armor shields, each consisting of well—de-
fined scutes, provides an excellent chance to study correlation -
particularly, as these are definite in number and arrangement long
before birth.
The banded region is the most easily studied - where each band
is composed of fifty to seventy scivtes made up of three parts:
horny scale, bony base, and definitely arranged groups of hairs.
Newman has made a very careful study of the numbers of scutes
'in the nine-bands; drawing the following conclusions:
1. The armor characteristics are the same for both sexes.
2. Armor characteristics exhibit particulate inheritance - i.e. for
both large and small groups of integral variates are inherited
primarily according to Mendelian laws of dominance with only minor
degree of blending.
3. Doubling is a complex matter, not a simple unit factor.
4. land and scute doubling are definitely heritable, because doubling
is always present in some form in the offspring of mothers that show
doubling.
* ITewman: Biology, p. 125.
tf
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5. The differentiating factor must be within the embryo itself.
6. The fact that doubling is not identical indicates that there
is somatic segregation of faciors during cleavage.
7. Doubling is inherited equally from both parents, so probably the
nuclear elements are involved rather than the cytoplasmic.
8. Segregation of unit factors must take place during cleavage to
account for the variability - for it must operate prior tc the
differentiation of germinal and somatic cells.
In a morphological sense the bands of the armadillo carapace,
with their variations, and the friction ridges of human p.;.lms and
soles are partially or wholly homologous structures, so that their
use in determining the degree of similarity of twinned individuals
is equally warrantable, in both eases, while the results may well be
compared.
The far greater complexity of pattern, with almost infinite lines
of comparison offer greater advantages for study than the armadillo;
it is easier to study a large number of palm and soles prints, than
the armadillo, but there are numerous advantages to be found in the
latter.*
Palm and Sole Studies
The late Prof. V/ilder was very much interested in palm and
sole studies of twins, and worked at solving the problem very in-
tensely. His results show:
1. The friction-skin configuration of twins corroborates the conclu-
sions of two types of twins - that is, there are marked similarities
and e cually marked divergences.
2. The correspondence is confined to general detail, not to the
minutiae
.
* Wilder: Biol. Bull., Vol xxx, p. 223.
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3. In duplicate twins there is in both hands and feet a greater cor-
respondence between the two sides cf the sane individual than usual;
and between the pair of individuals, so that frequently the four hands
and the four feet reproduce the sane pictures.
4. Frequently ( but not always) there is a reversal of the pattern of
the index figures in the two individuals affecting either the two
right or the two left hands, or occasionally, both sets.
Gesell found a case of twinning in which he reiterates the
similarity of appearance.* The friction-skin pattern formula was the
same for both pains of both individuals. The developmental correspon-
dence extended to the minutiae which are not regaraed by Wilder as
subject to detailed hereditary control.
There are limits to the hereditary control as shown by one par-
ticular case, where twins, without doubt are duplicate; in which three
patterns correspond very closely, and the fourth of one is similar
to the others; but the fourth of the other is decidedly aberrant.
Other eases support the sane evidence.
Symmetry Reversal and Mirror Imaging.
This is the familiar condition in which one of a pair of twins
bears the exact relationship of the other, but reversed (mirror
image) - a condition varying from slight to great and found quite
commonly in the internal organs, though frequently undetected. In
incomplete cases, only the aorta, or vena cava may be reverse, the
former being found on the right and the latter on the left side.
Complete situs inversus viscerum in separate one egg twins is rare,
but in double monsters more common. The following is a case cf an
anadidymus monster of great interest - with the viscera shown in
schematic fashion:
t
Fig. 93* Fig. 94**
This same tendency has been noted in fish twins: "beautifully per-
fect mirror imagery" and a "certain "beautiful case of duplicity of
visceral parts".*** The following cases illustrate symmetry re-
versal in the heart and blood vessels.
Fig. 95**** Fig. 96***** Fig 97******
Reversal of symmetry and mirror imaging are the result of a unity in
development and the degree to which these occur in twins gives evid-
ence of the length of time which the embryos remain in contact during
development. It is now agreed that double nonsters equal conjoined
twins that have failed to complete separation.
Physical Heredity (gross)
It is easy to say one twin does or does not resemble the other;
but difficult to decide the degree of resemblance to compare with
* Newman: Physiology, p. 168 **** Newman: Physiology, p. 170
** Ibid. ***** Ibid.
*** Ibid, ****** ibid.
•
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other sets of twins - for all have points of similarity and difference.
Siemens worked out a scheme whereby he compared as many different
traits as possible with pleasing results - that is:
I. Traits which agree in one egg twins almost always and almost
completely, but in two egg twins only rarely; such as hair color and
form, eye color and form, skin, downy hair of oody.
II. Traits which vary only Within narrow limits, among one egg twins;
but more widely among two egg twins: as location of freckles, appear-
ance of blood in the skin, follicular processes, tongue and teeth.
III. Traits in which one egg twins usually, and two egg tv/ins only
rarely show strong resemblances: form of face, of ear, of hands, body
build. These can be extended to include mental make-up, illnesses
and abnormalities, finger prints. From the study of several hundred
tv/ins, evaluation has been made.
As Mendeliani8a has taught us the independence of individual
traits in inheritance, the chance that two egg tv/ins would be as alike
as one egg twins in all the particulars is so slight a diagnosis may
be made that is almost certain.* He goes so far as to say that an
actual mistake in the determination of twins need never occur.**
Explanation of Differences.
The difference in degree of resemblance can probably be accounted,
for on the basis of an earlier or later separation of the blastomeres.
Exceptional resemblance is correlated conversely with marked diver-
gence; as shown in the armadillo quadruplets, and finger prints.
A certain amount of divergence is expected, just as the two sides of
a face may show difference; it is more puzzling that this bilateral
asymmetry is itself inherited, as shov/n by identical twins whose
faces show the same asymmetries.
* pp. 202-207
** p. 209
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The only reason why human identical twins resemble each other
more closely than ordinary broti ers and sisters is because man is
usually heterozygous' for so many characteristics that the chances
of two different germ cells from the same parents furnishing exactly
the sane combination of characters is remote. Yet in some families,
homozygous for numerous characters, brothers and sisters may occur
at separate births and resemble each other as much as identical twins -
excepting only age. Biovular twin births in such families may give
rise to twins apparently identical except in a few characteristics
in which the parents were heterozygous and the germ cells happened
to carry the corresponding allelomorphic characters.*
Nature versus Nurture
Francis Galton, in an attempt to distinguish between relative
values of Nature and Nurture (a still disputed question) collected
all the data he could from about eighty pairs of twins. He found
that those alike in youth became more alike in old age until their
friends could scarcely distinguish them. Their thoughts and letters
were markedly similar. He suggested that it would be an interesting
experiment to see how easily dogs could distinguish between them by
scent I He was always able to account for diversity; and he concluded
that "Nature is far stronger than Nurture within the limited range
I have . . assigned to it."**
J. Arthur Thomson, on the other hand says: Hereditary nature
is indeed the seed corn; nurture is the sunshine and the soil, the
wind and the rain. When both components of a resultant are essential
it doesn't seem to matter which is called the more important. The
fundamental factors of all sorts of characters are in the germ, but***
* Gates: pp. 121-192 ***Bev Statesman pp. 468-9
** Gates: p. 168
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the precise expression they find in development depends in some
measure on the environment.
Intellectual Heredity#
Popenoe and Newman have each found and studied cases of twin
girls reared apart under very different circumstances who have main-
tained surprizingly similar physical and mental characteristics. "Here
is an excellent example showing the overpowering importance of nature,
and the insignificance of the environment and experience in producing
differences
.
tt*
Thorndike has worked out mental comparisons closely - transferring
his findings to mathematical formulas and diagrams.
"Brothers and sisters test more alike than children taken at
random from a community, and twins test more alike than ordinary
brothers and sisters."**
Thorndike agrees with the above statement, and elaborates on the
difficulties in measuring resemblances. Even the most similar of
twins differ markedly in some traits until in some characters they
will be less alike than ordinary siblings (counterbalancing some
close resemblance).
He objects to the classification of embryologists into duplicate
and fraternal twins; "the evidence in the cases . . for whom we have
ext jnded physical measurements gives no reason for the acceptance of
the hypothesis of two such distinct groups of twins."*** He consid-
ers more probable a single mode of genus that permits wide variation
in the amount of likenesses. The form of distribution of likeness
seems to be unimodal with a high point and a long skewness that
would be found among children of the same age picked at random,
* Gates, p. 190 ** Woodworth, p. 290.
***Thomdike: Measurement of Twins, p. 44
# This part is of such interest to me that I would like to go into it
in as great detail as originally planned; results only are recorded here
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Fig. 98*
Thorndike T s opinion is interesting; "but cannot alter the facts of
anatomy. "Heredity is itself highly specialized, each minute feature
of physical and mental make-up possessing its representative in the
germs and varying more or less independently of other features of
the same germ."**
Biological Relations.
I. As regards the time and the mechanics of sex-differentiation.
Evidence has "been accumulated so that there is practically no
one who doubts now that sex is determined in the zygote. This being
so, it must be true that individuals derived from a. single egg are
of the same sex. If it were possible to artificially divide a
number of fertilized eggs and determine the sex of the developing
individuals, a perfect experiment would be performed. It has not
yet been possible to do this. But Nature has done it in armadillo
eggs of two species - where the egg, divided into several embryonic
primordia, produce same-sexed individuals. No exception to this
rule has been found.
Similarly in man, monozygotic twins are always one-sexed. So
' too, in the parasitic hymenoptera, the offspring of each germ cell
are sexually alike. "If then, in two groups as far apart as mammals
and hymenoptera, the fact of zygotic sex-determination is proved by
* Thorndike: Lleasurement of Twins, p. 44.
**0p. cit.
,
p. 63.
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the phenomenon of polyembryony , it seems probable that this is a
very general principle, possibly universal. "*
II. As regards the significance of sex ratios.
Females predominate in any given population numbers. It is
known that there is greater prenatal mortality of males than of
females, male twins being the less hardy of the two. Such disturb-
ances in sex ratios are limited to those species that normally are
uniparous.**
III. As regards the mechanism of sex-differentiation.
Numerous experiments have been performed showing that a trans-
fer of sex tissue from male to female and vice versa, produces
characteristics of the opposite sex. It is known that only the
glandular portion survives, so that reversal of sex must be the
result of the secreted hormones. These experiments are crude and
incomplete compared with the case of the freemartin, where an in-
dividual, zygotically determined to be a female, becomes differ-
entiated to a condition where her sex was a disputed question for
years - all because hormone-charged blood was borrowed from the
male co-twin. This paradox is due to the precocious development
of the male reproductive glands, which differentiate a zygotic
female into the appearance of a male.
This illustrates the distinction between sex-determination
and sex-differentiation. The chromosome mechanism fixes the sex-
basis, but the hormone mechanism brings about the sex^Lifferentiation
* Newman: Biology, p. 113,
** Ibid., p. 115.
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IV. Is twinning hereditary?
Polyembryony is a specific character and therefore hereditary.
It is the only mode of reproduction in Dasypus novemcinctus and
Basypus hybridus .
In Euphractus villosus, the production of dizygotic tv/ins is a
specific character and likewise hereditary.
In ruminants the question has been much disputed. In 1889
Alexander Graham Bell bought a flock of sheep whose lambs the fol-
lowing spring were fifty percent twins. Investigation showed that
these sheep were peculiar in having supernumerary nipples. Without
difficulty the flock was developed until in 1904 all the flock had
four or more functional nipples. But no correlation was obtained
as regarded twin-producing. The following conclusions might be
reached. Twinning is distinctly hereditary - not merely sporadic,
but racial; percentage depends largely on selective breeding.
There is no direct evidence that twinning in sheep is hereditary.
There is however, indirect evidence that dizygotic twinning
is heritable in the case of cows producing several sets of twins
or triplets. Several different writers* have reported on this
phenomenon, because of its economic aspect.
In the human family.
No experiments have been performed on humans of course, but
there is statistical evidence that it is inherited. "Danforth has
collected considerable evidence, as have Davenport and others.
One case is that of a Cleveland woman, who reported that her
mother and her mother's mother had only twins, triplets, and quad-
ruplets - but the woman had mental limitations, and there was no
opportunity for checking this statement, as they were born in Paris.
Pearl: Bull. £04, Maine Agric. Sta. 1912.
*Sorensen: J. of Hered.
, 1916.
V/entworth: Breeder's Gazette, 1912.
Hayden: Ohio Agric. Sta., 1922.
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She married three tiroes - the results can be shown better In dia-
gram than told:
Pedigree Chart for Five Generations.
O male O female # miscarriage E3 died in infancy O sex unknown
a
1 a
I JL 3 ¥ ^ y f j /c // Ai /J '¥ IS '(. fj ,j At a/ ^ at =84- ,j£ dpr jf ^ jo*/ <?j<3* <?v <tf y A -jjft
/ A *3
Fig. 99*
"The foregoing remarkable case is by no means unique."**
Other cases have been recorded in G-ould and Pyle*s "Curiosities of
Hedicine."***
Again Davenport reports statistics of the heredity of twin
births.**** About one percent of human births are twins; but in
some families the proportion rises to five, ten or even fifteen
percent, so that without doubt, twinning is inherited in certain
families as in sheep. That the paternal influence is practically
as great as the maternal is the conclusion reached after a careful
study of available data, where two or more sets have arisen from a
given mating. In fact, the given data indicated that:
4.5 f> of mothers were twin repeaters; and
4.2 ft of fathers were twin repeaters.
* Davenport: J. of Hered. , Nov. 1919.
**Ibid. *** Q.v.
,
pp. 148 - 151.
****Proc. Soc. Exp. Biol. & Lied., Vol. xviii, 1920.
•
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The references to blighted foetuses and absorption and inability to
develop show that more eggs are fertilized than ever develop.
Bonnevie and Sverdrup* in a study of heredity among certain
Norwegian peasant families found that twin births for the entire
population v/as 1.46 ?&; twin births for twin-producing families
averaged 3.25 but twin births for certain families rose to 8.23 ?&.
This is strong evidence for its hereditary nature.
The inheritable characteristic is that of a predisposition for
dizygotic twin births - that is, for double ovulation. There was no
evidence (above) that twin mothers were those with highest fertility,
though it apparentlj7" seemed so.
There is evidence that twinning might be a sex-linked inheritance
though conflicting data in some families pointed toward dominance;
but did not find support in accumulated results. Frequently twin
mothers were recessive homozygotes - when, of course, it is necessary
for both parents to carry the hereditary factor.
It may therefore be concluded that both monozygotic and dizygot-
ic twinning may be inherited as unit characters. Twinning is apparent-
ly recessive, so that a pure strain could be produced only by the
budding of homozygous recessive individuals.
Frequency of Double Births.
Statistical evidence shov/s a surprizing mathematical correlation
exists between the numbers of twins and triplets. If 1/n represents
the proportion of twin births to all births, then 1/n2 represents
the proportion of triplet births. In Prussia, during 1826 - 1849,
Veit found that the number of:
twin births v/as 1 in 89.1;
triplet " " 1 in (88.9) 2 .
* J. Genetics, Vol. xvi, 1927.
t
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In the United States, during 1917, the number of:
twin births was 1 in 93.1;
triplet " " 1 in (93.0) 2 .
That is, triplets are produced by the coincidence of two independent
processes, occuring with equal frequency.
Normally, one ovum and only one is discharged from the ovaries.
There is some coordinating mechanism that prevents the ripening of
other ova at the same time. But once in a while (call it once in
n times) the controlling mechanism fails to function. Nov/ the
chance that two ova will be discharged, and that both will be fert-
ilized, is much greater - or rfi times. If each supernumerary ovum
is due to an independent local action, and such local actions have
certain average frequencies, the coincidence of two such actions
would give the observed numerical relations of triplets to twins.
The number of quadruplets is too small to apply with any degree
of accuracy.
Summary
.
This paper has attempted to trace the embryology of twinning
from the lowest to the highest forms, and then to associate twinning
in its ordinary sense - that of complete doubling to produce two
individuals - with other phases less well known (hemihypertrophy
,
etc.),
and to show the relations of the lower to the higher forms, especially
man. Experimental production of twins has been referred to wherever
it seemed to throw light on normal development. Polyembryony is of
course, the phase of twinning most interesting from the embryological
point of view. But dizygotic twinning is fully as common, and of
equal or greater interest from a hereditary point of view; and be-
(#
t
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cause twins are twins to a layman - I have kept both forms constantly
in mind.
After discussing the various theories and commenting on the
merits of each, it seems apparent that sufficient evidence has not
yet been collected to draw up one theory that will be universally
accepted.
Twinning as a mode of development has arisen independently in
several groups - and in all cases has undergone a distinct evolu-
tion. Therefore, it is only in accord with expectations, that di-
versities will be found. Yet "the causal factors underlying the
production of multiple embryos may be expected to be the same in
all cases, irrespective of the exact mode of origin of the number
of embryos arising from the egg."*
Twinning in the plant kingdom gives rise to the budding theory.
Twinning in the echinoderms shows all the stages of development
associated with one egg twins, and accordingly throws much light on
the physiology of the whole problem.
Twinning in the annelids furnishes material for the fission theory,
All sorts of double monsters occur in the simple, bilateral metameric
organization of the earthworm. Every degree of bifurcation is pre-
sent - conditions that exactly parallel vertebrate forms. A further
relation may be seen in that bodies apparently single may be in
reality nearly all double.
Specific polyembryony is a developmental characteristic defin-
itely inherited - a form of adaptation. There is plenty of evid-
ence of the evolution undergone by polyembryony within certain
groups. In the hymenoptera there is a series from the simple to
the complex, with a gradual increase until some species produce
*Patterson: ^uart. Rev. Biol., p. 421.
»
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more than one thousand individuals from a single egg.
In reptiles and birds, developmental retardation occurs after
laying, when gastrulation is more or less complete. Katadidymous
twins are most common, then anadidymous, next frequent, twins from
two gastrulations rare, and twins from separate blastoderms very
rare •
With the armadillos, the evidence of evolution is less complete
but probably has taken place from multiparity to uniparity. Yet of
the non-polyembryonic species, some tend to ovulate two eggs at a
time. Therefore, from the few uniparous species polyembryony has
developed - first, by production of identical twins, then quadruplets
,
and finally eight to twelve embryos from the single egg.
It is worthy of note that monembryony is frequently highly
specialized before specific polyembryony develops as an exclusive
mode of reproduction.
Regarding sporadic polyembryony: cases occur throughout the
animal kingdom - usually rare in any single group, yet sometimes
distinctly inherited. Patterson terms such inheritance the result
of "environmental accidents" such as early separation of the blasto-
meres. He suggests that the results of experimental polyembryony
explain the sporadic rather than the specific type.
The chief cause of twinning in all ascertained cases is due to
a retardation of some sort that early in development results in a
physiological isolation of parts, whereby the original apical region
loses its dominance over subordinate regions, so that when placen-
tation occurs, development is resumed with tv/o apical centers in-
stead of one.
If double twinning takes place , this is followed by the iso-
lation of two more centers, meaning that four primordia are physio-
logically isolated from the original single ectodermic vesicle.
«
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As regards heredity, it will "be seen that no definite law can
be laid down regarding the relative potency of "nature and nurture".
Ther is no question but what every character has a genetic basis in
the zygote; "but the exact expression of the character is dependent
upon developmental or epigenetic factors that vary in each individual
case."*
It will readily be seen that identical twins must be of the
same sex. The stories frequently heard of an identical brother and
sister who could dress in each other T s clothes to the complete
mystification of friends and relatives must remain just stories.
I have no quarrel to pick with the writer who can amuse people
thus (or with any "fairy" story) but such stories are without
biological foundation. Let us relegate them to that delightful
limbo that exists in the imagination of men along with the angels -
those likewise impossible creatures of the mammalian order, blessed
with three pairs of appendages.
*Newman: Biology, p. 179.
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